
ISA instruction set architecture

● ARMv7 32-bit architecture for embedded devices
● ARMv8 64-bit architecture
● x86 Intel architecture 



ARMv7

● chips used in phones, tablets
● ARM licenses their IP (intellectual property) to manufacturers
● ARM is a RISC architecture like MIPS
● MIPS has more registers
● ARM has more addressing modes and instruction formats



ARM v. MIPS





Condition codes

● ARMv7 used 4 condition codes that are stored in a program status word:
○ negative, zero, carry, overflow

● these codes are set on any arithmetic/logic instruction

Each ARMv7 instruction begins with a 4-bit field that determines if it acts as a 
NOP or the instruction, depending on the condition codes







ARMv8

● 2007 design began; released 2013
● much closer to MIPS than ARMv7 because:

○ got rid of the 4-bit conditional execution field
○ has 32 general-purpose registers
○ includes a divide instruction



ARM

● Current reports (June 2020) indicate Apple will use 12-core 5nm ARM processors in 
2021 Mac instead of Intel chips

● ARM chips currently used in iPhones, iPads, etc. (currently based on the A14 chip)
● reason: they can design their own custom chips
● reason: ARM chips are more power efficient
● potential problems: software compatibility





x86 evolution

● MIPS and ARM were developed by small groups, starting in 1985
● x86 is the product of many groups over decades

➢ 1978 - Intel 8086 16-bit CPU, an extension of the 8-bit 8080
➢ 1980 - Intel 8087 floating point coprocessor
➢ 1982 - Intel 80286 24-bit processor
➢ 1985 - Intel 80386 32-bit, paging support
➢ 1989 - 1995 - 80486 and Pentium improved performance and allowed 

multiprocessing



x86 evolution

➢ 1997 - Pentium and Pentium Pro added MMX (multimedia extension) 
instructions 

➢ 1999 - added SSE (streaming SIMD extensions) for faster video processing

➢ 2003 - AMD widened all architectures to 64-bit and Intel followed soon 

➢ 2006 - more SSE instructions and support for virtual machines

➢ 2011 - Advanced Vector Extensions



80386
- only 8 general-purpose 

registers
- x86 arithmetic/logic instructions 

must have one operand that is 
both a source and destination

- one of the operands can be in 
memory

- conditional branches use 
condition codes or flags like 
ARMv7











Comparing 
architectures

● designing CPU and ISA go 
hand-in-hand

● choices: how many and what 
types of instructions and how 
fast they can execute



ISA shoot-out

● Talk at Berkeley by a grad student of David Patterson: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/RISCV/comments/7ikq6q/isa_shootout_a_compariso
n_of_risc_v_arm_and_x86/

● Technical paper here: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1607.02318.pdf

● This is extra information for those who want to learn more.
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